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WHITEHEAD PRODUCTS AS IMAGES

OF PONTRJAGIN PRODUCTS

BY

MARTIN ARKOWITZ

Abstract. A method is given for computing higher order Whitehead products

in the homotopy groups of a space X. If X can be embedded in an //-space E such

that the pair (E, X) has sufficiently high connectivity, then we prove that a higher

order Whitehead product element in the homotopy of X is the homomorphic image of

a Pontrjagin product in the homology of E. The two main applications determine a

higher order Whitehead product element in (1) Trt(BUt), the homotopy groups of the

classifying space of the unitary group (/,, (2) the homotopy groups of a space with

two nonvanishing homotopy groups.

1. Introduction. Suppose that one is interested in determining the Whitehead

product [a, ß] e-TTp+q_x(X) of a e ttp(X) and ße-rrq(X). If the space X can be

embedded in an TT-space E such that the pair (E, X) is (p + q— l)-connected, then

we prove that the Whitehead product is the homomorphic image of a Pontrjagin

product in HJ^E). More precisely, there is a homomorphism

e:Hp+q(E)->np + g_x(X)

such that [a, ß] = 6(ha * hß), where h : tt*(E) -> H%(E) is the Hurewicz homo-

morphism, "*" denotes Pontrjagin product in T7*(F) and aeTrp(X) = Trp(E),

ßeTrq(X) = Trq(E). Thus, under the hypotheses, there is a homological method for

computing the Whitehead product [a, ß] which depends on a knowledge of (1) the

effect of h on a and ß, (2) the Pontrjagin product of ha and hß, (3) the homo-

morphism 6.

The method described in the preceding paragraph is actually generalized in two

ways. First, we consider kth order Whitehead products instead of ordinary White-

head products (k = 2); the homological approach works equally well for these

higher order homotopy operations. Secondly, we require that there exists a pair

(F, A) with A operating on E instead of an 77-space E. Our main theorem then

yields for ordinary Whitehead products both the result of the first paragraph and

a theorem of Meyer on Whitehead products and Postnikov systems. We next use

the theorem to calculate some higher order Whitehead products. First we determine

certain kth order Whitehead product elements in BUt, the classifying space of the
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unitary group Ut, by embedding BUt in the //-space BUX and utilizing known

results on H*(BUX). For k = 2 this gives a new proof of Bott's theorem on the

Samelson product TT2r + x(Ut) (g) 7r2s+x(Ut)^TT2t(U), t = r + s+l. Secondly, we

compute kth order Whitehead products in a space X with two nonvanishing

homotopy groups, tt„(X) = -n and irkn_x(X) = G. This is achieved by embedding X

in the Eilenberg-Mac Lane //-space K(n, n) and using known information on

7/*(tt, «). As a corollary of this we retrieve some of Porter's results on kth order

Whitehead products and, for k = 2, some results due to Meyer and Stein. As a

final application we embed in («— l)-connected space Zin Í2SZ. We thus obtain a

new proof of the classical assertion that the Hopf invariant

H:nan+1(Zr>-+*Ji.aLX,X)

is an epimorphism if and only if the Whitehead product trn(X) <g> •n-n(Ar) -*» f2n-x(X)

is trivial.

I would like to express my thanks to the following person and institutions:

(1) To Sufian Husseini for several informative discussions; (2) To Dartmouth

College for the award of a Faculty Fellowship; (3) To the Mathematical Institute

of Oxford for providing pleasant working conditions.

Many of the results of this paper were announced without proof in [1].

2. Preliminaries. We shall assume that all spaces under consideration are

1-connected pointed spaces having the homotopy type of CW-complexes. Maps

and homotopies are to preserve base points. The following notation shall be used

throughout this paper: « for the Hurewicz homomorphism, "~" for the relation

of homotopy between maps, f# for the homomorphism of homotopy groups and

f for the homomorphism of homology groups induced by a map/ and d for the

boundary homomorphism in the exact homotopy sequence of a pair.

We now recall the definition of a A:th order Whitehead product (see [10]). Let

ar eTTnr(X), r = 1,..., k, be k elements in the homotopy groups of X. We denote

the cartesian product Sn¡ x • • ■ x Sn* by P and consider the following two sub-

spaces of P: (1) the lean wedge V=Sn¡-\/ ■ ■ ■ vS** consisting of A>tuples with at

least k—l coordinates at the base point, (2) the fat wedge T=T(Sni,..., Sn*)

consisting of A>tuples with at least one coordinate at the base point. Representatives

of the elements ar determine a map g: V—>X. We let A/=«1+«2+ • • ■ +nk and

choose a generator A in HN(P, T)xZ (see the proof of Theorem 3.3). If g: 7-s- X

is an extension of g, then g# 8«_1(A) is in nN_x(X):

HN(P, T) «— nN(P, T) —► ttn_x(T) ^ ^-x(X).

Definition 2.1. The kth order Whitehead product [alt..., ak] of the elements

ar e TTn,(X) is the (possibly empty) subset {g# ô«-1(A) | for every extension g of g}

OÍ?TN-x(X).
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When k = 2 the subset [ax, a2] consists of a single element, the ordinary Whitehead

product of ax and a2.

Next we consider the operation of a subspace A on a space E.

Definition 2.2. A operates on E if there exists a map fi:ExA~^E such that

jii|F~id and p\A ~ i, the inclusion map A^E.

When .4 operates on Eone inductively defines maps¡j.n+x: ExAn -> Eas follows:

Let rt2 = rt; assume /¿n already defined and let p.n+x be the composition

an X id u
Fx/F = (Fx/F-^x^->Fxv4-> E.

Clearly /¿n+1|F~id and /¿n+1|each ^~/.

Definition 2.3. If A operates on E, then ¡xk: ExAk~1 -> E induces a k-fold

generalized Pontrjagin product

Hni(E) <g> TTn2(^) ®- • -(8) TT„T^) -> ^...^(Fx^"1) —> T7ni + ... + nj£(F).

If flj e T7ni(F)  and  ar e HUr(A),  r = 2,...,k,  then  /xfc*  (ax ® a2 ® • • • <g) ak)  is

denoted by ax * a2 * ■ ■ • * ak-

If F is an TT-space then F operates on F with p.: E x E ^ E the multiplication.

In this case the fc-fold generalized Pontrjagin product is just the Ac-fold ordinary

Pontrjagin product.

3. The main theorem. We state the hypotheses of our main theorem which

enables us to compute a kth order Whitehead product element of elements in

TTnr(X),r=l,...,k.

Hypothesis of Theorem 3.3. (1) There exists a pair of spaces (E, A) such that

A operates on E and the inclusion map i: A-+ E induces an isomorphism

if. ns(A) -> tts(F) for s = n2,..., nk.

(2) There exists a map/: X-^ E such that/# : 7rs(A") -*■ tts(E) is an isomorphism

for s<N— 1 and an epimorphism for s = N— 1, where N=nx+n2+ ■ ■ ■ +nk.

Without loss of generality we will assume that the map/ X -> E is an inclusion,

for we can always replace E by the mapping cylinder off. Then by Hypothesis (2),

the pair (F, X) is (A7— l)-connected and so the Hurewicz homomorphism

h: ttn(E, X) -> HN(E, X) is an isomorphism.

Definition 3.1. Under Hypothesis (2) of Theorem 3.3 a homomorphism

6: HN(E) -*■ -nN_x(X) is defined by 6 = 8h~1j, where j is induced by inclusion:

HN(E) -^ 7TN(F, X)-► ttn(E, X)-► ttn_x(X).
ess

Remark 3.2. We observe (but do not prove) that 6 has an alternate description.

Replace/: X-> E by a fibre map and let F denote the fibre. Thus F-^. X-Ly. E is

essentially a fibre sequence and Fis clearly (N— 2)-connected. Then 0 can be shown

to be the composition

r                     /T1

HN(E)-► TFv_i(F)-> ttn_x(F)-> ttn_x(X)
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where t is the transgression homomorphism of the fibration and the homo-

morphism on the right is induced by inclusion.

Next we state and prove Theorem 3.3. By Hypothesis (2) /# : Trnr(X) -> ^nr(E)

is an isomorphism for r=l,..., k. We will identify these groups and write

ambiguously ar e TTnr(X)=iTnt(E).

Theorem 3.3. Under the Hypotheses (1) and (2) above, the kth order Whitehead

product set [ax,. .., ak]<^-nN_x(X) of elements ar e irnr(X), r= 1,. . ., k, is nonempty

and one of its elements is

0(«(«i) * h(i^a2) * • ■ • * «(/TV))

where * denotes the generalized Pontrjagin product.

Proof. Let the ar be represented by maps ar: Sn' -> X. By Hypothesis (1) there

exist maps a'r: Sn' -*■ A such that ia'r~far for r = 2,..., k. The maps a1; a2,..., ak

determine a mapg: K=Sni V • • • v5"* -> Zand a mapg: F=5ni x • • • x5"* -*■ E

defined by g = pk(fax xa'2x ■ ■ ■ xa'k):

SnixSn2X xSn*
faxxa'2x ■ ■■ xa'k

> ExA"-1
Pk

^E.

Then there is homotopy-commutativity in the diagram

V-^X

l     Í
P-> E

g

and by the homotopy extension property of (F, V) we replace g by a homotopic

map (also called g) such that the above square commutes. Restrict g to the fat

wedge 7 to obtain a map of pairs g: T, V'-»- E, X. The obstructions to deforming

this map into A'lie in the group H\T, V; tt%(E, X)) (see [7, p. 197]). But (E, X) has

trivial homotopy in dimensions < N and for dimension reasons (7, V) has trivial

cohomology in dimensions ä/V. Therefore there exists a map g: 7^ Xsuch that

in the following diagram

8 > X

f

■* E

the triangle commutes and the trapezoid homotopy commutes. Here again we use

the homotopy extension property and replace g by a homotopic map such that the
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trapezoid commutes. Then g: F-> X is an extension of g: V^> X and hence a

Whitehead product element

g# 8h   \X) e [ax,..., ak] c tt^A")

exists.

Now we prove that this element is ^(/¡a! * hi#ia2 *•

commutative diagram

ttn-ÁT)-> ttn_x(X)<
A A

8 8

7TN(P,T)^-^TTN(E,X)

hi« 1ak). Consider the

g*
HN(P,T)->HN(E,X)

HN(P)
g*

HN(E)-

For the generator A e HN(P, T) we choose j(sx ® • • • ® sk) where sr e Hnr(Sn') is

the standard generator and sx ® • • • ® sk e Hni(Sni) ® • • • ® Hnr(Sn')=HN(P).

Then

g# ÖA-HA) = oA_1g*(A) = dh-fg*(sx ® • •-® Sfc) = 0g*(ii ®- • -® jfc).

But g~p.k(fax xa'2x ■ ■ ■ xa'k): P^ Eand so

0g*(*i <8> ■ ■ ■ <8> i*) = ö/WC/aii«^ ® a2*(j2) ® • • • ® a'k*(sk))

= öfTlfo) * h(i^a2) *■■■* h'i^a^).

For the first corollary of the theorem assume that Y is a (/?— l)-connected space

and 2-¿ptkq- Let Fn denote the nth Postnikov section of Y and let Yq<p+q-2

denote the fibre of yp+(,_2-> Yq„x. Since this fibration is principal there is an

action of Yq¡p+q.2 on Yp + q.2. We let X=Yp+q_x, A=YQtP + q-2, F= Fp+5_2

and/: A"-» F be the fibre map. The hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 are then satisfied

for the ordinary Whitehead product of a e-np(Y)=TTp(X) and ß e Trq(Y) = TrQ(X).

We obtain as a corollary Meyer's theorem [8].

Corollary 3.4. [a,ß] = d(h(a)*h(i#1ß)).

By Remark 3.2, 6: Hp+q(Yp+q.2) -^ Trp+q_x(Yp+q_x) = TTp+q_x(Y) can be iden-

tified with the transgression homomorphism

Hp+q(Yp+q-2) —> Hp+q-X(rp+q-X) =. trp+q_x(Fp+q_x) = vp+q_x(Y)

.^Yp+of the fibration FP+q_x -> Fp+Q_

For applications in the next section we will need the following corollary.

p + q-2-
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Corollary 3.5. Suppose there exists a map of X into an H-space E such that

ns(X) -»• 7TS(F) is an isomorphism for s<N—l and an epimorphism for s = N—l,

where Ar=«1+ ■ ■ ■ +nk. Then, for ar eTrnr(X)=TTnT(E).

6(hax *■ • •* hak) e [ax, . . ., ak] C irw_1(A')

where * denotes the ordinary Pontrjagin product.

4. Applications. In this section we use Corollary 3.5 to compute certain higher

order Whitehead product elements. Our first result concerns Whitehead products

in n*(BU), where BUt is the classifying space of Ut, the unitary group of txt

matrices. Recall that for i<2t+l, ir^BU) is either 0 or Z depending on whether

/ is odd or even, and that Tr2t+1(BUt)xZt,.

Theorem 4.1. // areir2mr+2(BU),x,Z and yeTr2t+x(BUt)xZtl are suitable

generators, r= 1, 2,..., k and t = mx-\-Vmk + k— 1, then

mx ! • ■ • mk ! y e [alt..., ak] <= n2t+ x(BUt).

Proof. We write Bn for BUn, l^n^co, and let/: Bt -> B^ be the inclusion map.

It is well known that 5« is an //-space and that/is an isomorphism of homotopy

groups in dimensions <2t+l=N— 1 and an epimorphism in dimension 2/+1

= N—l. By Corollary 3.5, the Whitehead product set [alf..., ak]<=irN_x(Bt) is

nonempty and one of its elements is 8(hax *■ ■ * hak), where har e //2mr+2(Ä„o) is

the Hurewicz homomorphism image of ar e Tr2mr+2(BX) and 6 is the composition

j                        h-1                         d
HN(BX)-► HN(B„, B) ——> nN(Bx, Bt)-> n„-x(Bt).

It remains to show that 8(hax *• • •* «afc) = w1!- • -mk\y.

We recall some known facts on the homology and homotopy of Bn. The general

reference is [5], especially 11-12-11-13 and 17-01-17-03. The multiplication in

H*(Bm) (i.e., the Pontrjagin product) is denoted by * or by juxtaposition or by a dot.

(1) The homomorphism d: 7rN(J5œ, Bt) -+ttn-x(B) is the projection Z-^ZÜ,

for irN(Bx) -> nN(Bm, B) is the homomorphism Z-> Z consisting of multiplication

by r!.

(2) h(ar) = mr\p2mr+2, where p2i e H2i(Bx) is the generator in dimension 2/ of

the primitive elements of the Hopf algebra H^B«,).

(3) H*(Bœ) is a polynomial algebra on generators x2, x4, x6,..., where degree

x2i = 2/.   Furthermore p2m¡ + 2•p2m2+2.p2ntk+ 2 = x2+1+ linear  combination   of

other monomials in the x's. This last assertion is an easy consequence of the

following result [5, 17-03]:
i-l

Pi  =  X2,...,p2i  =  (-l)f + 1/X2i+2   (-l), + 1*2iF2i-2/, •■••
i=l

(4) The    homomorphism   j: H^B«,) -*■ HN(BX, B)    maps    all    monomials

x2kl.x2ks (2kxH-+2ks = N) except x^1 to zero and maps x2+ x onto a

generator of H^B«,, Bt) = Z.
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We put these facts together and obtain

8(hax *■■ -*hak) = mx\- -mk\9(p2mi + 2.p2mk + 2)

= mx ! • • ■ mk ! 6(x2+ J + other monomials)

= mx\---mk\8h-1j(x2+x).

Buty(^2+1) is a generator of HN(Bm, Bt)xZby (4) and so 8h~1j(xt2+1) is a generator

y 0ÎTrN_x(Bt)xZt! by (1). Thusm^- ■•mt!y6 [ax,. ..,ak].

Remark 4.2. For k = 2, Theorem 4.1 provides a new proof of Bott's theorem

[2] on the Whitehead product TT2r+2(BUt) ® TT2s+2(BUt) -> Tr2t+x(BUt) (or what is

the same thing, the Samelson product Tr2r + x(Ut) ® Tr2s+x(Ut) -^-7r2((i/,)), where

t = r + s+l. In addition, we can similarly prove a result which is completely

analogous to Theorem 4.1 for the symplectic group Spt. In this way we compute a

higher order Whitehead product element in Tr^.(BSpt) and obtain another proof of

Bott's theorem on a Samelson product in Tr^(Spt).

Our next application of Corollary 3.5 concerns A>fold Whitehead products in a

space X such that tt,(X) = 0 for i<n and n<i<kn—l, where n> 1. Let irn(X) = it

and TTkn-x(X) = G and let le Hkn(-n, n; G) denote the first Postnikov invariant of X

and yk : Hu(tt, ri) = tt -> T7ten(ir, ri) be the kth divided power in the ring H^'tt, ri) [4].

Theorem 4.3. Let X satisfy the conditions of the preceding paragraph. If

a e TTn(X) = TT and sx,.. .,sk are any k integers, then the kth order Whitehead product

[sxa,. .., ska] is a unique element ofTrkn-x(X) = G.

(a) Ifn is odd, [sxa,..., ska] =0.

(b) Ifn is even, [sxa,..., ska] = sx ■ ■ ■ skk ! l*yk(a), where 1* : Hkn(tT, ri) -> Hkn(G, kri)

= G is induced by I.

Proof. We embed X in an Eilenberg-Mac Lane complex K(tt, ri) in the usual

way. Clearly K(tt, ri) is an TF-space and the map X-> K(n, ri) satisfies the hy-

potheses of Corollary 3.5. Then the kth order Whitehead product [sxa,..., ska]

exists and one of its elements is sx- ■ sk6(ha *• • •* ha). We show first that this

Whitehead product element is unique. If there are two extensions of a map

V= Sn v • • • V Sn -> X to the fat wedge F= T(Sn,..., Sn) then the obstructions to

their being homotopic lie in the groups T7'(F, V; tt,(X)) which are always zero.

Thus there is up to homotopy exactly one extension of a map V -> X to F. There-

fore [sxa,..., ska] consists of the element sx ■ ■ -skB(ha *• ■ •* ha). Here a eiT = TTn(X)

= TTn(K(TT, ri)) ^t> Hn(tr, ri) = TT and we shall write a for the element in each of these

groups (identifying a with ha). Thus we must determine 6(a * ■ • • * a) = 9(ak) for

a e Hn(TT, ri). We recall the following known facts about TT*(7r, ri) (the general

reference is [4]). Let U(w, ri) be the universal graded strictly anticommutative

algebra with divided powers generated by the graded abelian group which is

trivial in dimensions ¿=n and is v in dimension n. Then the subalgebra with

divided powers generated by T7„(tt, ri) = Tr is isomorphic to U(tT,ri). If n is odd,

U(tt, ri) is the exterior algebra of n, suitably graded. Hence ak = a*- ■ ■* a = 0 for
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« odd, and so (a) is proved. To prove (b), we note that ak = (yx(a))k = k\yk(a) and

so 6(ak) = k\6(yk(a)). We must show that under appropriate identification the

homomorphism 8 : Hkn(n, n) -> nkn _ x(X) = G is just the homomorphism

/*: Hkn(-n, n) -*■ Hkn(G, kn) = G. This follows easily from Remark 3.2, but we will

establish it directly. If Xt denotes the ith Postnikov section of X then Xn = K(n, «).

We denote K(G, kn) by K and regard maps between spaces as inclusions whenever

convenient. First we identify j : Hkn(Xn) -> Hkn(Xn, X) with

J- Hkn(Xn) —> Hkn(Xn, Xkn~x),

for the inclusion map (Xn, X) -> (Xn, Xkn-x) induces an isomorphism Hkn(Xn, X)

£*■ Hkn(Xn, Xkn-x) (e.g., by the five lemma). But Xkn_x -> Xn-L> K is essentially a

fibre sequence and so Hkn(Xn, Xkn_x) -*> Hkn(K) is an isomorphism (either by the

Serre theorem or by arguing on the homotopy groups and then passing to

homology). Thus we have the following commutative diagram:

Hkn(Xn)   ~^~*   Hkn(Xn,X)   -K^    Tkn(Xn,X)    —^    «h-lW

(Xn> Xkn -1) ^fcni-^n» %kn -1)    ~~^~>    wkn - l( %kn - l)

IV

Hkn(K)        h~J     >   nkn(K)

Since the top line Sh lj is just 6, under the identification of tTkn-x(X) with G and

of Hkn(K) with G via a«"1, 8:Hkn(Xn)->G is identified with I*: Hkn(Xn)

= Hkn(ir, n) -> Hkn(K) = G. This completes the proof.

In the case when « is even, more complete information can be obtained when tt

and G are the group of integers.

Corollary 4.4. Let X satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 with G = 7r = Z.

Let the first Postnikov invariant l=mbk, a multiple of the kth cup product of the basic

class b e Hn(Z, «). Let a en and y e G be generators. Then ifn is even and ¿1;..., sk

are any integers,

[Sxa, ..., Ska] = mk\Sx' •sky-

The corollary follows immediately from the fact that (bk)¡,:(yk(a)) e Hkn(Z, kn)

= Z is a generator.

Remarks 4.5. (a) Porter's result [10] on the kth order Whitehead product in

complex projective (k— l)-space follows from Corollary 4.4 by setting « = 2 and

«2=1.
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(b) The last two results provide another way to obtain some of Porter's examples

for certain phenomena regarding higher order Whitehead products [9]. For

example, by Corollary 4.4 there is for every k a space in which all rth order

Whitehead products are trivial, i<k, and in which there exists a nontrivial kth

order Whitehead product. Also, by Theorem 4.3, one can easily find spaces in

which all kth order Whitehead products vanish, but which are not //-spaces.

(c) For k = 2, Theorem 4.3 yields a result on ordinary Whitehead products

which is similar to but somewhat weaker than a result of Stein and Meyer [11].

Our proof for k = 2 is not substantially different from that of [11]. We note that

one direction of Stein's theorem can be generalized to higher order Whitehead

products as follows: Let X satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 with « even. Then

there exists a function ¿f : tt -> G such that ¿f(¿a)=¿fc¿f(a) and

fc

[ax, . . ., ak] = Jf(ax-\-hafc)- ¿ Jf(ax-\-hâjH-\-ak)
i = 0

+ • • ■ +(- l)k-1(Jt(a1)+ ■ ■ ■ +Jf(afc))

for any at e tt. The proof proceeds just like the proof of Theorem 4.3 with

^ = l*Yk-

Despite the fact that proof of Corollary 3.5 is not difficult, the result appears to

be new even for ordinary Whitehead products (see the first paragraph of §1 for an

explicit statement in that case). We next use Corollary 3.5 to derive a few classical

results on ordinary Whitehead products.

Proposition 4.6. If X is an H-space, then all ordinary Whitehead products in X

vanish.

For we take X=E and note that 8 factors through H^(X, X).

Our final application is the theorem relating the vanishing of Whitehead products

to the existence of elements of Hopf invariant one.

Let Xhe an («— l)-connected space, «> 1. Let e: X^ QH1Xdenote the canonical

embedding of X into the loop space of the suspension of X and let/: D2X -* ÎÏLX, X

be the inclusion map. Then the generalized Hopf invariant homomorphism

H: TT2n+xÇ^X) -> TT2n(Q.I.X, X) has been defined (see e.g. [4, Exposé 22]) as the

composition

t*,+ 1(2*) « TT2n(VLX) ̂ U TT2n(QZX, X).

In the case X=Sn this is just a homomorphism H: Tr2n+x(Sn + 1) -> Tr2n(Q.Sn + 1, Sn)

= Z. The following theorem is known.

Theorem 4.7. The generalized Hopf invariant H: Tr2n+x(I,X) -> i72n(£2£.Y, X)

of an (n-l)-connected space X is an epimorphism if and only if [a, ß] = 0for every

a,ßeTTn(X).
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Proof. £22X is an 77-space and e: A"-> Í2SA" satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary

3.5 with k = 2 and nx = n2 = n. Therefore [a, ß] = 6(ha * hß) = 0(e*a * e*ß) where

a, ß e TTn(X)=Ttn(ÇÏÏ*X) are identified with their Hurewicz images in Hn(X).

Consider the diagram

TT2n(OSA) -Ï-* H2n(QZX,X)

xlh-1

TT2n(Ù.-ZX) -£-»   TT2n(QZX,X) -¿->  nan-ÁX)

Wîn+lCSA')

It is not difficult to show that H2n(Q.T,X, A") consists of elements of the form

j(ejfa * e*ß) for every a,ße Hn(X). When H*(X) is torsion-free this follows from

the Bott-Samelson theorem [3] which expresses the Pontrjagin algebra TT^(QEA')

as a tensor algebra on e%H+(X). In general a theorem of Copeland enables one to

express TT^(DSA') as a torsion-tensor algebra on e-*T7+(A"). In any case H2n(Q.^X)

xH2n(X) © Hn(X) ® Hn(X). Thus TT2n(ni,X, X) consists of all elements of the

form h~lj(e^a * e*ß) and [a, ß] = 8h~1j(e*a * e+J8). Hence [a, ß] = 0 for every a and

ß if and only if 3 = 0. By exactness this is so if and only if y# and consequently H

is an epimorphism.

Corollary 4.8 [12, 3.49]. Let in e Trn(Sn) be the class of the identity map. Then

bn, 'n] = 0 eTT2n-i(Sn) if and only if there is an element in Tr2n+x(Sn + 1) of Hopf

invariant one.
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